
FOR THE RECORD!!!
I am neither Republican, Democrat, or Independent!!!
I AM A BORN AGAIN, SPIRIT FILLED, BIBLE BELIEVING CHRISTIAN!!!
SO DON'T TRY LABELING ME AS ANYTHING OTHER THAN THAT!!
***************************************** 
IS SYSTEMIC RACISM REAL OR NOT??
First of all, let me say this, there is no such thing as 'systemic racism!!' 
What there is, is a system of guidelines for normal, acceptable and moral behaviour, that
all of society needs to live by.
Most of the black community accepts these guidelines as being fair.
However, there are those among us that see these limits of acceptable behaviour as being
racist, homophobic, xenophobic, and other things that put restrictions on what they feel 
like doing.
The result is, they begin to look at who made the laws, and since they were primarily 
white men, they somehow have targeted the entire black community, and other 
minorities, to make all of us fit in to a box, when in reality, they [these minorities], want 
to be able to do any thing they feel like doing, even if it means destroying themselves, 
and society.
Laws are in place for a purpose, and those that don't want to abide by them, need to be 
removed from our society.
That is not systemic racism, that is justice.
Our laws are based on the Word of God. Consequently if you are going to call them 
'racist', then you are in effect calling God 'racist!!'
According to the Bible, any time you judge a person solely on the color of their skin, 
whether you are white or black, you are exhibiting, what the Bible calls 'respect of 
persons', which is the biblical equivalent of racism.
So blacks who look at laws made by the white man, and refuse to follow them, are being
racist, in their attitude, the same way when some whites look at a black person and have 
bad feelings towards them.
It is all the same thing.
************************************************* 
ANY CHRISTIAN that is part of, or supports the Democratic party, IS A TRAITOR TO
CHRIST, AND THEMSELVES!!!
How are you going to join up with a party whose foundation is steeped in keeping 
CHRISTIANS, under their control??
FREE DOWNLOAD – www.wordofgodministry.net/free/war.pdf
************************************************************** 
Any black person that is part of, or supports the Democratic party, IS A 



TRAITOR TO THEMSELVES, AND THEIR RACE!!!
How are you going to join up with a party whose foundation is steeped in keeping 
black folk, under their control??
FREE DOWNLOAD – www.wordofgodministry.net/free/had.pdf
******************************************************** 
LET ME SAY IT AGAIN!!!

THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY NEEDS TO BE IMPEACHED FOR COLLUDING 
WITH CHINA, TO INFLUENCE THE 2020 ELECTIONS IN THEIR FAVOR!!!
************************************************************************ 

Let me give you some facts about the idea that Trump is not funding the USPS, in order 
to steal the election.

The truth is, he has said on more than one occasion, that he would sign a bill to provide emer-
gency funding for the postal service if the Democrats would send him a bill without all of the 
extra baggage that the Democrats are adding to it like, giving illegal aliens stimulus checks, 
mandatory vote by mail legislation, and bailouts for blue states and cities destroyed by rioting, 
which they themselves allowed.

Furthermore, the treasury department loaned the postal service $10B in coronavirus relief fund-
ing and the end of July.

This is nothing new for Democrats, they did the same thing to Ronald Reagan, and George H. 
W. Bush. 

Both of them ran on the pledge of NO NEW TAXES.  The Democrats drafted some CIVIL 
RIGHTS LEGISLATION, and added tax increases to it and sent it to them to sign.

Ronald Reagan refused to sign it because it included tax increases, and the Democrats would 
not remove them.  So the Democrats labeled him as being against black people.

They did the same thing with George Bush, and unfortunately the caved-in to them.  When he 
ran for a second term the Democrats reminded people that he had lied to them about NO NEW 
TAXES, and therefore Bill Clinton won.

This is the deceitfulness of the Democratic party.  Any time there is any critical legislation that 
needs to be passed, Democrats will use the opportunity to add on all sorts of EXTRA GOOD-
IES for their friends and supporters for the express purpose of keeping their support.  This 
forces the president to sign the bill, or reject it.  If he rejects it, then the Democrats paint him as
being mean spirited. 

This is your Democratic party folks.


